As a PDQ Revenue Operations Intern, you will be joining our 2024 Summer Cohort designed to provide college students with an opportunity to gain knowledge, experience and exposure in the technical industry. As a Revenue Operations intern, you will work alongside internal teams to support projects that make PDQ's revenue teams more efficient.

For this internship, you will be a part of a cohort program called 'HBCU IMPACT'. This program is a partnership with the University of Utah where you will be connected with other HBCU students who are interning at various companies in Utah for the summer. The University of Utah will house students in campus dorms at the Lassonde Studios, plan workshops to enhance their professional skills, and coordinate weekend activities that expose students to Utah's unique culture. For more information on HBCU IMPACT please visit: https://diversity.utah.edu/hbcu-partnerships/impact/

What you will be working on:

- Analyze key sales and marketing data to drive insights and decision-making
- Enhance CRM data integrity, crucial for our strategic initiatives
- Collaborate on projects aimed at boosting efficiency within revenue teams

This internship encompasses not only hands-on assignments but also professional development sessions, engaging events and opportunities to network with PDQ leadership and other teams.

Who you are:

- Ability to work autonomously and in collaboration with team members
- Strong interpersonal skills
- High degree of accuracy and attention to detail
- Reflective of PDQ core values of honesty, ownership, collaboration and integrity
- A driven undergraduate (Junior or Senior preferred) in business, economics, mathematics or a related degree with a 3.5+ GPA
- Must be able to work 36 hours per week, between the dates of May 20 - July 26, 2024

PDQ will provide you with:

- 9 Week Paid Internship (May 20 - July 26, 2024)
- 4 Day Work Week - that's right, PDQTs get every Friday off
- Daily catered lunch, 7-11 style snack room, on-site gym and more
PDQ makes device management simple, secure, and Pretty Damn Quick. IT teams use our products to manage devices, reduce complexity, improve efficiency, and enhance control in their unique environments. We are backed by TA Associates and Berkshire Partners, top-tier global private equity companies. PDQ houses Deploy, Inventory, Connect, SimpleMDM and SmartDeploy products.

PDQ is headquartered in Salt Lake City, Utah and has 200 employees distributed across 25 states. We are an equal opportunity employer and welcome the opportunity to diversify our team.

To apply and for more details, visit this link: https://jobs.lever.co/PDQ/e7a99972-a0d1-4709-9cc8-31abee250a89